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This summer, Aunt Jemima made headlines when Quaker Oats made the official call to
drop the branding from their pancake mix and syrup after being called out on the racist history of
the caricature. Aunt Jemima made her debut over 130 years ago and captured the public's
attention just a few years later at the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair while being portrayed by Nancy
Green, as depicted in this image published by the New York Times this past June that originally
appeared in the Saturday Evening
Post in 1921.1 This is not the first
time that Quaker Oats has received
backlash for the harmful stereotype
that Aunt Jemima perpetuates. Over
the years, the company has updated
Aunt Jemima’s appearance and
avoided spending much money to market the products in an attempt to avoid backlash and slip
under the radar.2 However, in the midst of the Black Lives Matter movement, Quaker Oats and
many other companies were pressured to take more definitive action on their problematic history
as mass protests in pursuit of racial justice broke out all over the country. Even with long
overdue removal of “Aunt Jemima,” harmful stereotypes of Black women in the United States
that have their origins in slavery are still very prevalent in our present-day media. Attempts to

At the World's Fair in '93 Aunt Jemima Was a Sensation' courtesy of the Saturday Evening Post, 1921, as seen in
The Fight To Commemorate Nancy Green, The Woman Who Played The Original 'Aunt Jemima,' by Katherine
Nagasawa, National Public Radio WBEZ Chicago, June 19 2020, Accessed September 10, 2020,
https://www.npr.org/local/309/2020/06/19/880918717/the-fight-to-commemorate-nancy-green-the-woman-who-pla
yed-the-original-aunt-jemima
2
Tiffany Hsu, Aunt Jemima Brand to Change Name and Image Over ‘Racial Stereotype,’ New York Times, June
17, 2020,
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/17/business/media/aunt-jemima-racial-stereotype.html?auth=login-email&login=
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control representations of Black women began with the hyper-sexualization of the Black female
body in the United States at the very beginning of slavery. This hyper-sexualization acted as a
justification for sexual exploitation and an attempt to maintain control and white supremacy. As
slavery continued and media circulation progressed, three major stereotypes of Black women
mainfested themselves within American media. These stereotypes represented an attempt to
control Black women’s sexuality and portrayal. These visuals gave credibility to white people’s
means of maintaining social, political, and legal control through violence, intimidation, and
segregation. Despite the progress that has been made since the end of the Civil War in 1865,
three main stereotypes of Black women that can be dated back to the Antebellum period can still
be found at the heart of most representations of Black women in our modern media. These three
stereotypes are commonly referred to by use of the names Jezebel, Mammy, and Sapphire. By
analyzing the use of these stereotypes in American media during the 1860s-1890s, the
1950s-1970s, and in the present day, it is evident that Black women are still having to fight for
control of their own representation and sexuality.
The Foundations of Hyper-Sexualization & Stereotyping
At the heart of the three stereotypes is an attempt to control the sexuality of Black
women. In 2018, a study published in the Psychology of Women Quarterly revealed that white
participants tend to focus more on the sexualized body parts of Black women than of white
women which resulted in a higher rate of visual objectification.3 This hypersexualization of the
Black female body that persists today has existed in the Western world for centuries.  In her
book, Black Sexual Politics, Patricia Hill Collins points out that even prior to slavery in the

Joel R Anderson, Elise Holland, Courtney Heldreth, and Scott P. Johnson, "Revisiting the Jezebel Stereotype,"
Psychology of Women Quarterly 42, no. 4 (2018): 461-76, p. 467.
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United States, the manipulation of sexuality was a tactic used in colonization to maintain power
relations.4 Collins’ claim stems from the work of French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan and
philosopher Michel Foucault who pioneered the concept of “gaze” and its relation to
socio-political power dynamics. This can certainly be seen during the colonization of the United
States with white settlers attempted to assert dominance and control through the rape of Native
women. Then, with the arrival of the first slaves to the United States in 1619, this manipulation
of sexuality began to manifest itself within the institution of chattel slavery. Collins goes on to
explain that “slave owners relied upon an ideology of Black sexual deviance to regulate and
exploit enslaved Africans” and the sexual victimization of slave women was a prominent feature
of American slavery.5 The rape of enslaved Black women by their white masters was common
practice, as is documented in many of the female slave narratives that are available today. In her
autobiography, Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, Harriet Jacobs recounts her own experience
with sexual victimization saying, ““but I now entered my fifteenth year...a sad epoch in the life
of a slave girl. My master began to whisper foul words in my ear. Young as I was, I could not
remain ignorant of their import...he was a crafty man, and resorted to many means to accomplish
his purposes.”6 Jacobs’ account is not alone, as slave narratives became available those written
by women and sometimes those written by men as well were rarely without mention of this
sexual exploitation.
In addition to sexual victimization, the Black female body often did not fit into the
standard of white female beauty at the time. While white women were seen as delicate and pure,

Patricia Hill Collins. Black Sexual Politics. London: Routledge, 2004,  p. 87.
Ibid., p .87.
6
Harriet A. Jacobs, and R. J. Ellis, Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl. Oxford World's Classics (Oxford University
Press). Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015, p. 29.
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Black women’s bodies were seen as being inherently sexual. In the article Girls of Color,
Sexuality, and Sex Education, the authors describe how Black women have been stereotyped as
hypersexual, animalistic, manipulative, and promiscuous, and as always looking for and wanting
sex.”7 This animalistic association often resulted in the complete dehumanization of Black
women. An early example of the Western world’s objectification of the Black female body is
the case of Sarah Bartmann, an African woman who was taken from her home and displayed in
Europe as a freak show exhibit. Many came to see her infamous buttocks, and she became
known as the “Hottentot Venus.” The dehumanization occurred even postmortem when
Bartmann’s body parts were dissected and remained on display. This hyper-sexualization prior
to and during early slavery in the United States was an attempt to justify the sexual abuse of
Black women and is representative of the social and political control of white people.
Closer to the end of slavery, as the circulation of media began to pick up, there were
further attempts to control Black female sexuality and the representation of Black women
through visuals. Three main stereotypes of Black women, known as Jezebel, Mammy and
Sapphire, came to the forefront. In his book Eyewitnessing, Peter Burke states that when
encounters between cultures take place, such as the one that occurred between African and
American culture during slavery, the two cultures conceptions of eachother tend to be “Othered”
and often manifest themselves in predjudiced, crude, and sometimes violent stereotypes.8 In the
case of US slavery, this phenomenon certainly occurred and because enslaved people had no
social, political, or legal power, nor basic human rights and recognized personhood, white
people’s stereotypes of Black women were widely believed and perpetuated by the media
Sharon Lamb, Roberts, Tangela Roberts, and Aleksandra Plocha. Girls of Color, Sexuality, and Sex Education.
Palgrave Pivot. New York: Palgrave Macmillan US, 2016, p. 21.
8
Peter Burke, Eyewitnessing, Picturing History, London: Reaktion Books, 2005.
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through mediums such as advertisement, political cartoons, an entertainment. The visual
representations of these stereotypes act as evidence for their existence, but at the time they also
served to justify white supremacy and reinforced control mechanisms such as use of violence,
intimidation, laws, and legal segregation. These stereotypes and visuals that depicted them gave
credibility to these means of control and kept the harmful assumptions attached to them alive and
well in the minds of the American public.
Jezebel
The hypersexualization of the Black female body during slavery led directly to one of
earliest stereotypes of Black women in the United States, the “Jezebel” stereotype. The name
Jezebel is a biblical reference to the wife of King Ahab, and within Christianity it is synonymous
with promiscuity and immorality. This labeling of Black women as “Jezebels” became
especially prominent during the nineteenth century when the “True Woman” was characterized
by delicacy and chastity. In her book, Killing the Black Body, Dorothy Roberts points out how
the contradiction between white women and Black female slaves during this era put Black
women completely outside of the American ideals of womanhood and beauty.9 When the
Jezebel stereotype originated during slavery, it helped white men justify the exploitation of
Black women. In Girls of Color, Sexuality, and Sex Education, the authors describe the Jezebel
image as the idea that “if Black women are always ready for sex and seeking it out, White men
are not taking advantage of them, harassing them, or raping them, but rather responding to their
solicitations” and conclude that this is how the Black body became inherently hypersexual and

Dorothy E. Roberts, Killing the Black Body : Race, Reproduction, and the Meaning of Liberty. Second Vintage
Books Edition.; Twentieth Anniversary ed. New York: Vintage Books, a Division of Penguin Random House LLC,
2017, p. 10.
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promiscuous.10 White men needed a way to justify the sexual exploitation and manipulation of
Black women because their ability to bear children helped augment slave populations. After the
passage of “The Act Prohibiting the Importation of Slaves”11 was enacted in 1807, Black
women’s reproductive ability was not only augmenting the slave population, the institution of
slavery relied on hereditary slavery and the more children that were born to enslaved Black
mothers, the more free labor there was to stimulate the United States economy. There is no
doubt that the Jezebel stereotype in the United States is rooted in slavery and was the most
prominent when it had such close ties to upholding slavery and sustaining the economy.
However, the image outlived slavery and continues to be problematic even today.
Mammy
The stereotype that America became familiar with in the form of Aunt Jemima is the
“Mammy” image. While both originated during slavery, Mammy stands in stark contrast to
Jezebel; while Jezebel is hypersexual, Mammy is often described as asexual. While the actual
image of Mammy is designed to sell a warm, wholesome, and nostalgic picture of the Old South,
the roots of the Mammy stereotype can also be traced back to the sexualization of the Black
female body during slavery. The differences in the Black female body compared to the white
female body, particularly in sexualized areas such as the breasts and hips, led to a common belief
that Black women were better suited to nurse children. In the article "Mothers’ Milk: Slavery,
Wet-Nursing, and Black and White Women in the Antebellum South," the authors found that
even prior to slavery European colonists visiting Africa compared African women’s breasts to

Sharon Lamb, Roberts, Tangela Roberts, and Aleksandra Plocha. Girls of Color, Sexuality, and Sex Education.
Palgrave Pivot. New York: Palgrave Macmillan US, 2016, p. 21.
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udders.12 Animalistic and erotic images of Black wet nurses helped slaveholders justify the
sexual exploitation of enslaved women and their ability to care for white children. The result
was a manipulation of Black mothering through their reproductive abilities and a dual
exploitation of enslaved women as both laborers and reproducers.13 While the Mammy image is
most commonly associated with matronly domestic caretakers in the post-slavery South, the
stereotype originated with this exploitation of Black women’s reproductive functions. In the
book Mammy : A Century of Race, Gender, and Southern Memory, Kimberly Wallace-Sanders
notes that the original focus on Mammy’s body meant that white people saw Black women’s
purpose and function in society as totally dependent on their maternity.14 The Mammy image
was the dominant image of Black women for a century post-slavery. Once Black women were
no longer enslaved, Mammy was a very prominent narrative designed to be an example for how
Black women should continue to serve white people. While we may have outgrown actual
mammies by now, it does not take much scrolling through Netflix to find shows and movies with
Mammy characters even in our modern day.
Sapphire
The third prominent stereotype of Black women has been deemed “Sapphire.” The name
comes from the character Sapphire Stevens from the 1950s radio show Amos 'n' Andy. While the
stereotype was not given this name until decades after slavery, it stems from the popular
depiction of Black women in popular culture as “Sassy Mammies” that originated in the 1800s.
In his work "From Mammy to Madea, and Examination of the Behaviors of Tyler Perry's Madea

Emily West and R. J. Knight, "Mothers’ Milk: Slavery, Wet-Nursing, and Black and White Women in the
Antebellum South." The Journal of Southern History 83, no. 1 (2017): 37-68, p. 39.
13
Ibid., p. 40.
14
Kimberly Wallace-Sanders. Mammy : A Century of Race, Gender, and Southern Memory. Ann Arbor: University
of Michigan Press, 2008, p. 3.
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Character in Relation to the Mammy, Jezebel, and Sapphire Stereotypes," Nargis Fontaine notes
that the Sapphire stereotype is also what is often described as the “Angry Black Woman.”15 In
contrast to Mammy, who dutifully serves white families and cheerfully dotes on their children,
Sapphire, or “Sassy Mammy,” runs her own household with an iron fist, and is almost always
seen berating and nagging her husband in an emasculating way. When the Sapphire stereotype
originated as images of “Sassy Mammies,” it served two purposes. One, it helped deteriorate the
reputation of Black men, because at the time of its origination men were supposed to run their
households and be superior to their wives and the husband of Sapphire is always pictured
looking small and scared while being reprimanded by his wife. Secondly, it served as a non
example of the appropriate behavior for Black women. It was understood that it was acceptable
for Sapphire to behave aggressively towards her husband, but that in public or when dealing with
white people she was expected to revert back to Mammy.
1860s - 1890s
While all of these stereotypes took root during slavery, their legacy outlasted the
institution. During the post-Civil War period these stereotypes remained heavily prominent in
American media, such as advertisements and newspapers. If anything, as technology advanced
and machinery became more accessible, the expansion of print media served to entrench these
stereotypes more deeply into American culture. In her article “Advertising Race/Raceing
Advertising: The Feminine Consumer(-Nation),” Marilyn Maness Mehaffy points out that the
widespread popularity of illustrated advertising cards in the late nineteenth century were
dominated by raced female figures that emphasized the binary between Black and white women
Nargis Fontaine, "From Mammy to Madea, and Examination of the Behaviors of Tyler Perry's Madea Character
in Relation to the Mammy, Jezebel, and Sapphire Stereotypes." Thesis, Georgia State University, 2011, p. 4.
https://scholarworks.gsu.edu/aas_theses/5
15
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and promoted harmful stereotypes of Black women.16 These collectible and visually appealing
advertising cards experienced huge success, and as they spread throughout the nation they
carried harmful racial stereotypes with them. In her book, Clinging to Mammy : The Faithful
Slave in Twentieth-Century America, Micki McElya notes that during the Antebellum period,
proslavery Southerners tried to use these stereotypes to paint a positive picture of the South and
reassure people that the system was recognized and appreciated by the enslaved.17 After the
Civil War, this sentiment morphed into “white nostalgia.” As Southerners longed for the “good
old days” of slavery, the wholesome Mammy image took off. Mammy helped sell a fictitious
past that enslaved Black people lived harmoniously with their white families during a golden age
of Southern society. On the other hand, Jezebel and Sapphire imagery was used in an attempt to
police the behavior and degrade the image of the newly free Black population.
The depiction and use of the Jezebel stereotype remained very similar despite the end of
slavery. Following the Emancipation Proclamation18 during the Civil War, Jezebel imagery was
used in political propaganda targeting President Lincoln. In 1864, a political scandal started by a
proslavery representative broke out. Details of this scandal are included in the book The Radical
and the Republican : Frederick Douglass, Abraham Lincoln, and the Triumph of Antislavery
Politics. The claim was that a phamplet entitled "Miscegenation: A Theory of the Blending of
the American White Man and Negro," had been discovered and that Lincoln and Republican
party had a secret plan to solve the “race problem” in American through the promotion of

Marilyn Maness Mehaffy, "Advertising Race/Raceing Advertising: The Feminine Consumer(-Nation),
1876-1900." Signs 23, no. 1 (1997): 131-74. Accessed September 9, 2020. http://www.jstor.org/stable/3175155, p.
133.
17
Micki McElya. Clinging to Mammy : The Faithful Slave in Twentieth-Century America. Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2009, p. 4.
18
Emancipation Proclamation, January 1, 1863; Presidential Proclamations, 1791-1991; Record Group 11; General
Records of the United States Government; National Archives.
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interracial sexual relations and widespread race mixing.19 A 1864 political cartoon entitled the
“Miscegenation Ball,”20 which can be seen
on the right, satirically depicts this rumor.
This caricature consists almost entirely of
pairs that include a white man and a Black
woman. On the far right hand side of the
image, three Black women are shown
sitting on the laps of white men and just to
the left of them, two more Black women
are shown pulling up their skirts as they dance. This promiscuous depiction of Black women falls
exactly in line with Jezebel imagery. Another interesting thing to note about this cartoon is that
to the illustrator, “racial mixing” or “interracial sexual relations” clearly meant white men with
Black women. There are no white women in this scene and the only Black man in the
foreground, pictured on the far left hand side, is talking to a White man, not dancing with a
woman of a different racial background the way the white men are. The fact that people at this
time believed consensual racial mixing could only happen between white men and Black women
is tribute to the hypersexualization of Black women compared to white women.
In the latter half of the nineteenth century, the ideology of “True Womanhood” dictated
that women should be virtuous, pious, pure, and submissive. However this was really only
applied to white women, in her book, Dorothy Roberts points out that “Jezebel was diametrically

James Oakes, and Frank Virginia Williams Collection of Lincolniana. The Radical and the Republican :
Frederick Douglass, Abraham Lincoln, and the Triumph of Antislavery Politics. 1st ed. New York: W.W. Norton &,
2007.
20
The Miscegenation Ball,' Kimmel and Forester, New York, NY, 1864, Lib. of Congress, Accessed September 4,
2020. https://www.loc.gov/item/2008661682/.
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opposed to the prevailing vision of the True Woman.”21 In her publication, A Red Record, Ida B.
Wells-Barnett relays her experience living through the post-slavery South and points out that
there is a common fear that Black men were raping white women. She points out how people
did not believe it was possible that a sexual realtionship between Black men and white women
was consensual and also points to the millions of mixed race people in the South as evidence that
white men raping Black women was the real problem.22 The fact that white Southerners believed
that sexual relationships between white women and Black men had to be a matter of force, but at
the same time that sexual relationships between Black women and white men could not be
considered rape says a lot about the characteristics associated with Black women at the time.
This hypersexualized and negative connotation painted Black women as Jezebel, a “purely
lascivious creature...governed by her erotic desires” who was so promiscuous that she seduced
both Black and white men into adultery.23 Not only did Jezebel starkly contrast the “True
Woman” gender expectations of the time, but the sexual exploitation of Black women in many
ways made the True Woman ideals possible. In her article "Colonizing Black Female Bodies
Within Patriarchal Capitalism," Akeia Benard claims that women of color made white female
virginity possible in a time when purity was a key component of “proper” white womanhood.24
While virginity was expected of white women, it was not expected of white men. In order to
maintain the purity of white women while letting white men “sow their wild oats” before

Dorothy E. Roberts, Killing the Black Body : Race, Reproduction, and the Meaning of Liberty, p. 11.
Ida B. Wells-Barnett, and Royster, Jacqueline Jones. Southern Horrors and Other Writings : The Anti-lynching
Campaign of Ida B. Wells, 1892-1900. Bedford Series in History and Culture. Boston, MA: Bedford Books, 1997, p.
80.
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Dorothy E. Roberts, Killing the Black Body : Race, Reproduction, and the Meaning of Liberty, p. 11.
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Akeia A. Benard, "Colonizing Black Female Bodies Within Patriarchal Capitalism." Sexualization, Media and
Society 2, no. 4 (2016): 237462381668062.
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marriage, Black women were often the victims of the sexual abuse and rape so that white women
could be spared and saved for marriage.
Another factor that played into the perpetuation of the Jezebel stereotype during the
post-Civi War period was economic conditions. Although the Emancipation Proclamation25 was
put into effect in 1863, it actually had very little effect on the ground and most slaves remained
on plantations until the end of the Civil War in 1865. In his book The Origins of Southern
Sharecropping, Edward Royce found that even with the end of the war, the labor organization of
the South changed very little until 1867. When that change did come, it predominantly morphed
into sharecropping. While there was some effort to grant newly freed people their own land,
such as Special Field Order No. 15 commonly known as “Forty Acres and a Mule,” President
Jackson quickly reversed these orders and sharecropping remained the reality for most newly
freed families. In fact, Royce found that by 1870 sharecropping was the most prevalent form of
contract and had become the dominant economic arrangement that governed Southern
agriculture during the post-Civil War era.26 The sharecropping system in the South was only a
small step up from slavery. Plantation owners still had disproportionate power over Black
laborers and the practice of getting paid via a certain percentage of the crop yield did not provide
Black families with any way to establish financial freedom. Additionally, Black sharecroppers
were often forced into debt and ended up working without earning even a crop yield to repay
their debts, which could easily become a vicious cycle keeping them in a very similar labor
situation that they were in during slavery. As Gregory Smithers points out in his book Slave

Emancipation Proclamation, January 1, 1863; Presidential Proclamations, 1791-1991; Record Group 11; General
Records of the United States Government; National Archives.
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Edward Royce, The Origins of Southern Sharecropping. Temple University Press, 1993. Accessed September 14,
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Breeding : Sex, Violence, and Memory in African American History, there was a
commodification of sex among slaves and the fertility of Black women was very connected to
the economic principles of slavery.27 Sharecropping retained a lot of these economic principles,
while Black laborers were no longer working for free, they were working for very little - far less
than you could ever pay a white laborer. As a result, it still benefited the South economically to
have high populations of Black laborers. The need for more Black labor was one of the key
factors that led to the creation of the Jezebel stereotype during slavery, so the fact that the
imagery was extremely widespread during the post-Civil War period is no surprise, given how
similar the sharecropping model was to plantation slavery.
In stark contrast to the Jezebel stereotype, the other main stereotype of Black women
during this time period was the Mammy stereotype. In her book, Roberts points the difference
between the two, saying “the “bad” Black Jezebel represented the opposite of the ideal mother,
the asexual and maternal Mammy was the embodiment of the ideal Black woman.”28 The
Mammy stereotype manifested itself during slavery when Black women were tasked with the
caretaking of white children. This role persisted after the end of slavery though, as being a
domestic servant was one of the only job opportunities available to Black women for decades
following the Civil War. Additionally, Mammy imagery during this time period represented
attempts to control Black women by being an example of how newly freed women should act
according to white society. Another reason the Mammy image gained a lot of popularity during
this time period was due to white nostalgia for the “good old days” of slavery. In her book
Clinging to Mammy : The Faithful Slave in Twentieth-Century America, Micki McElya points
Gregory D. Smithers, Slave Breeding : Sex, Violence, and Memory in African American History. Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2012, p. 15.
28
Dorothy E. Roberts, Killing the Black Body: Race, Reproduction, and the Meaning of Liberty, p. 13.
27
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out that even after slavery, “stories and images of the slave as a faithful and loving dependent, of
which the mammy has been the most popular representation, drenched American culture and
politics.”29 When slavery ended and the federal government took over the South during slavery,
white Southerners no longer had total control over the Black population nor did they have much
say in the laws and policies being implemented. This loss of political control resulted in white
Southerners trying to maintain as much social control as they could. Through advertisements,
media, and political cartoons, they were able to construct negative stereotypes about Black
people and also set up examples of how they wanted newly freed people to behave. Not
suprisingly, they wanted them to behave in ways that mimicked the roles they had during
slavery. When white Southerners did regain control over local government and laws post
Reconstruction, these methods extended beyond the social sphere. Black men often had no
choice but to go into sharecropping and remain reliant on white landowners and Black women
typically had to care for White people’s homes and children. The prevalence of the Mammy
stereotype post Civil War was also an attempt to cling onto a false narrative that was popular
around the Civil War. As slavery continued to become a point of higher and higher tension
between the North and South, there was vastly different stories circulating in the media. Slave
narratives, personal accounts detailing the horrors of slavery, were coming out and reporters
from the North wrote about the atrocities that they had seen while traveling down to the South.
On the flip side of this, those who were pro-slavery Southerners were trying to circulate tales of
harmonious coexistence between the enslaved people and themselves. They wanted to create a
picture in which slaves were “family” and make it seem like slavery was actually something

29
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Black people wanted since it was the best possible option for them. “Mammy” played a big role
in this false narrative, as she was seen as the kind and docile old lady who loved and cared for
her white “family.” Even when slavery ended, many Southerns still clung to this narrative as a
way to ease their own guilt and justify the way their society had been structured.
During this post Civil War period, the Mammy image also exploded via the rise of
advertisement. As technology sped up the circulation of print media, advertising “trading cards”
also became very popular in the late nineteenth century. In her article Aunt Jemima, Uncle Ben,
and Rastus : Blacks in Advertising, Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow, Marilyn Kern-Foxworth
explains how Black people have been used as an advertising tactic, particularly in the
post-slavery era because the Mammy image reinforced the idea that Black people should be
docile, humble servants. Kern-Foxworth also notes that “advertising was a structured
mechanism that eroded the self-esteem of Blacks and kept them powerless.”30 This argument
goes hand in the hand with the idea that post Reconstruction, white Southerners were looking for
ways to maintain control over Black people and limit their power and influence in society. The
Mammy image in particular was often used in the advertisement of food and domestic products.
31

Since Black women were largely responsible for cooking, child rearing, and many other

homemaking duties both during slavery and as domestic servants post-slavery, they were in some
ways considered experts on these matters and it was often believed that they had secrets or tricks
that helped them perform domestic tasks such as making a delicious meal. The most well known
Mammy image used in food advertisement came onto the scene in 1889.

Marilyn Kern-Foxworth. Aunt Jemima, Uncle Ben, and Rastus : Blacks in Advertising,
Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow. Contributions in Afro-American and African Studies ; No. 168. Westport, Conn.:
Greenwood Press, 1994, p. 61.
31
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Aunt Jemima pancake mix and syrup is such a staple in American culture that even today,
131 years after her debut, she remains a household name. Aunt Jemima was exactly what white
people wanted Black women to be,
non-threatening, matronly, and loyal. The
image on the right shows an 1895 Aunt
Jemima advertisement in the Chicago
Tribune.32 This became the caricature that
many other Mammy figures were based off
of. The bandana that Aunt Jemima is
wearing in this picture was a common
feature among Mammy depictions during this time period. Another common feature of
advertisements and cartoons depicting Black people in the post Civil War era is the broken
English that can be seen in this advertisement with phrases like “I’se in town” and “An’ I’se
done fetched along.” This mocking imitation of ebonics was another attempt to demean Black
people and paint Black women as simple, docile servants lacking intellectual capacity. In the
book Racism in American Popular Media : From Aunt Jemima to the Frito Bandito, the authors
offer insight on Aunt Jemima, saying she embodied a comforting figure that “fit neatly with Lost
Cause mythology and the fiction of the slave South as a happy, idyllic, prosperous place, in
which kindly masters and nurturing mistresses oversaw the work of loyal and contented slaves.”
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The Lost Cause mythology the authors refer to here is the belief that the cause of the

Confederate states during the Civil War was justifiable, and even heroic. This mythology goes
hand in hand with the white nostalgia that longed for the “good old days” of bustling plantations.
In her book, McElya claims that Aunt Jemima was a product of these ideologies; she told of
“happy times passed on a beautiful plantation, of endless parties and parades of houseguests for
whom she cooked bountiful stacks of her delicious pancakes.”34 Aunt Jemima was not alone,
many other food and domestic products used Mammy type characters to promote the authenticity
of their products and remind their white consumers of the “good old days.” While doing so,
Mammy also served as an example for what role Black women were expected to play in
post-slavery society.
While Mammy certainly stood in stark contrast to Jezebel, she also countered Western
standards of beauty during this time. In her article "Stereotypes: Negative racial stereotypes and
their effect on attitudes toward African-Americans," Laura Green notes that during this time
period, Aunt Jemima’s plump and matronly figure was the antithesis to the reigning European
beauty standard.35 While the Jezebel stereotype was used to shame and sexually exploit Black
women, the Mammy stereotype was used in an effort to police the behavior of Black women.
White Southerners, white women especially, wanted to appear as though the only role Black
women had was serving white families and, in public at least, people wanted to keep up the
fallacy that white men were never attracted to Black women and white women were never
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attracted to Black men. White people approved of the non-threatening and homely Mammy.
Even in a post-slavery South, Mammy was continuing to serve a similar role to the one Black
women served during slavery. This is not surprising, as white Southerners were reluctant to let
go of the way of life that they were used to and when they regained control after the
Reconstruction period, they took many measures to maintain white supremacy in political and
social structures.
Another prominent stereotype associated with Black women during this time period is
commonly referred to using the name Sapphire. While this paper will mostly refer to this
particular imagery by this name, it is important to note that the stereotype was not given that
name until the 1950s radio show Amos 'n' Andy portrayed a character named Sapphire Stevens.
Prior to this show, and during the post Civil War period currently being discussed, this
stereotype of Black women was often called “Sassy Mammy.” In our modern day, we often use
the phrase “Angry Black Woman.” While the nurturing Mammy imagery previously discussed
is how Black women were supposed to act in public, the Sapphire (or Sassy Mammy) caricature
is usually how Black women were portrayed in the home. The image to the right is an example
of how this caricature was depicted in the media, in the case within the advertising industry. The
advertisement below, entitled “No Dinner?,”36 is for Morse Bros Rising Sun Polish, which was a
product used for stove cleaning. While there is no exact date recorded with this particular
advertisement, another one that was also released by Morse Bros Rising Sun Polish that is called
“The Story of A Wise Man”37 and has a very similar style and structure was released in the
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1880s, so it is likely that this one was also released
during the late nineteenth century. In this
advertisement, the Black woman is shown berating
her husband and physically intimidating him when
he does not buy the right stove polish. She even
verbally threatens him saying “dar’l be trouble” if
he does not fix his mistake quickly. While she
seems happy in the bottom image now that they
have the correct stove polish, the husband still
seems afraid of her and she says “Ise not mad with
you dis time” implying that she regularly gets
angry with him in a way that he has learned to become afraid of. One of the main purposes in
portraying Black women like this was to emasculate and demean Black men and in doing so, it
also assigned masculine traits to Black women that were polar opposite of the “True Woman”
ideal of submissiveness. The flipped gender roles in this advertisement that would have been
obvious to readers during this time. In her article, Green says that Sapphire’s “fierce
independence and cantankerous nature placed her in the role of matriarch. She dominated her
foolish husband by emasculating him with verbal put-downs.”38 Southern society in the late
nineteenth century operated under the assumption that households were headed by a patriarch.
Media portrayals such as this one would have been seen as humorous, but nevertheless still a
shameful picture of Black men and an embarrassing picture of Black women as both are shown
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behaving in ways that completely contradict what was expected of their gender role at the time.
Much like the Mammy imagery, Sapphire imagery was used as a control mechanism. It created
the assumption that Black people were too fundamentally different to fit into mainstream white
society - the men could not even control their wives and the women were behaving in a
completely unladylike manner.
A more toned down version of the “Sassy Mammy/Sapphire” character also played
heavily into white nostalgia. Even as decades passed, many white Southerners still remembered
the “good old days” of bustling plantations. Black actress Hattie McDaniel portrayed a few
“Sassy Mammy” characters, the most well known being her role of Mammy in Gone With the
Wind. In the original book, there are many instances in which it is made clear that she is
outspoken and confrontational. In the very first chapter, the narrator states “Mammy had her
own method of letting her owners know exactly where she stood on all matters...she entered
puffing, with the expression of one who expects battle and welcomes it.”39 Gone With the Wind
is set during the end of the Civil War and beginning of Reconstruction, right as the structure of
Southern society was drastically changing. Mammy in this book was a familiar character, she is
domineering and bossy but also very loving and maternal to the protagonist, Scarlett O’Hara.
“Sassy Mammies” that were portrayed in this way were often designed to paint slavery and
domestic servitude in a positive light by showing how these Black maids became so much a part
of the family that they could speak their mind and feel comfortable sharing their opinion even in
a white home. Mammy in Gone With the Wind also seems to be content with her role in life
being that of a slave and domestic servant, which plays heavily into the “Lost Cause” mythology.
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While the portrayal of the Sassy Mammy/Sapphire stereotype was clearly different when it was
being used to represent a scene amongst a Black family versus a Black woman with a white
family, both served to reinforce the inferior position of Black people in Southern society during
this time. The depiction like the one in the advertisement demeans both Black men and women
and shows them as being incapable of conforming to Southern social norms. The other depiction
that places Sapphire within a white home that we are often most familiar with by thinking of
Mammy in Gone With the Wind a ttempts to argue that Black women were actually happy in their
servant roles and were even free to banter with the white families that they served. Even though
this stereotype gave Black women more dimension than the Mammy stereotype which just paints
them as loyal and doting servants, it was still very harmful and perpetuated a lot of assumptions
about Black family dynamics and race relations in the South that were not true.
The three main American stereotypes of Black women that exist, commonly known as
Jezebel, Mammy, and Sapphire, all originated during slavery in the United States. Even though
the Civil War brought slavery to an end, these stereotypes continued well into the post-Civil War
period. Many of the racist beliefs and systems that started these stereotypes in the first place
stayed very similar in the decades following in the Civil War, or took different shapes while still
promoting the same ideals. The economic opportunities for Black people post-Civil War were
only a minimal step up from slavery. Sharecropping was designed to keep Black farmers
financially dependent and they often still ended up providing free labor, in exchange for
repayment of debt that they were forced to take on. Black women continued to have very little
access to jobs besides being domestic servants and maids, so they continued to do a considerable
percentage of the cooking, homemaking, and child rearing for white families. Additionally,
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many people during this time period still believed that Black people were biologically inferior to
whites. These factors contributed to the perpetuation of these stereotypes in an attempt to
maintain control over the behavior of the newly free Black population. Unfortunately, little
would change in the following decades and racial injustices got pushed to the backburner in the
wake of “bigger” issues like World War I, the Great Depression, and World War II.
1950s - 1970s
The time period spanning from the 1950s to the 1970s in America was characterized by
change. Having just made it out of World War II, the US was soon involved in the Cold War
and the Vietnam War. In addition to foreign conflict, there was also a great deal of unrest at
home as social movements and calls for change grew nationwide. While the Civil War marked
some major initial steps towards racial equality, there was still widespread segregation and
blatant racial discrimination. The Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s sought to change this,
and succeed in many ways. Brown v. Board desegregated public schools and the Voting Rights
Act of 1965 helped protect the right to the vote from racial discrimination. Despite the
considerable social progress that was made during the Civil Rights Movement, the incredible
backlash that it received also illuminated the deeply rooted racism that many Americans still
harbored. In their book “Deeply Divided,” McAdam and Kloos analyze how the 1960s saw
racial polarization enter the political landscape in a way that we are now familiar with, but at the
time was entirely new. The Civil Rights Movement sparked an intense countermovement often
called “white resistance” or “white backlash.” While McAdam and Kloos recognize that this
countermovement had its roots in the South, it soon spread all over the country.40 Harmful
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stereotypes that originated during slavery were still being perprtuated via political propaganda,
advertisements, and television and were sometimes amplified due to the growing white
resistance to measures being taken for civil rights.
Since race was becoming such a widespread topic and major political issue, the social
unrest in the country due to discrimination and segregation was an unavoidable topic for
politicians, and resulted in a lot of backlash coming from both ends. When Kennedy was
assassinated in 1963, his vice president Lyndon B. Johnson took over for him and was reelected
for another term after that, so he ended up being in office during the height of the Civil Rights
Movement. During his campaign for reelection, there was significant opposition from the
Republican party and conservatives who opposed civil rights legislation. Similarly to how Black
women were manipulated to promote a negative image of Lincoln in the cartoon of the
Miscegenation Ball, harmful depictions of Black women were also used in the mudslinging
against Lyndon B. Johnson. The hypersexualized Jezebel stereotype was used to create a racist
spin off of his campaign slogan “All the Way with LBJ.” In the image below, a license plate
depicts this spin off, which depicts a Black woman alongside the caption “I went all de way wif
LBJ.”41 Much like the language included in the early Aunt Jemima branding, this version of the
slogan includes language like “de” and “wif” that were meant to signify Ebonics/Black Standard
English. The image is mocking LBJ’s position on the Civil Rights Movement by implying that
he impregnated a Black woman. The features of the woman in this cartoon have been
exaggerated in a racist manner reminiscent of early blackface minstrels and offensive caricatures
such as the Coon Caricature or Pickaninny child. In addition to there being lines of emphasis
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around her midsection to
highlight her pregnancy,
there are also lines
exaggerating her backside.
This draws extra attention to
a sexualized region of the
Black female body. The
clothing in this image also
adds on to the
hypersexualization. While dress hems were steadily getting shorter in the 1960s, a dress this
short still would have raised some eyebrows, especially on a pregnant woman. In fact, the dress
almost appears to be nightgown especially considering the shoes appear to be slippers. Every
part of this image is intended to demean Black women, and LBJ by association. Even though the
cartoon of the Miscegenation Ball targeted at Lincoln was released in 1864, a full century prior
to this image from 1964, the use of the Jezebel stereotype as a method of degrading a white male
political figure hardly changed.
While many desegregation efforts during the Civil Rights Movement were successful,
backlash and resistance were common, especially in the South. Racists promoted and exploited a
fear of integration, which also worsened existing stereotypes about Black people. New
integration measures meant that public spaces such as schools and restaurants were now open to
all races. The sentiment coming from white people resisting integration often fell along the lines
of Black people being “dirty/ dangerous.” Especially in the school setting, racist white parents
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expressed fears that their children would be corrupted by the presence of Black students. This
association of impurity with Black people contributed to the Jezebel stereotype, which paints
Black women as being inherently promiscuous. Even after the Civil Rights Movement died down
and the US had moved into the 1970s, this hyper-sexualized image remained. In her book Black
Looks : Race and Representation, bell hooks points out that even when progress was being made
post Civil Rights Movement, influential Black artists such as singer Tina Turner or directors like
Spike Lee were able to capitialize on this hyper-sexualization. While hooks notes that many
famous Black artists at the time were using this imagery in the name of sexual liberation, her
main qualm is that these representations of Black female bodies “rarely subvert or critique
images of Black female sexuality which were part of the apparatus of 19th-century racism and
which still shape perceptions today.”42 Even though there were attempts at a reclamation, hooks
points out that this kind of imagery was reinforcing the original harmful stereotypes rather than
presenting a new empowered representation. While hooks opinion is in no way universal, it is
worth noting that at this time the access that Black people had to highly influential positions was
fairly limited and these sexual representations hardly deviated from those that emerged during
nineteenth century slavery. While getting Black people into these powerful artistic spaces was
certainly a step in the right direction, the representations remained pretty one sided and in line
with longstanding stereotypes such as “Jezebel.”
hooks also notes that by the 1970s Black models were also entering the scene, although
they were very few and far between and tended to have physical features that were typically
thought of as “white” features. Additionally, the few Black models that were photographed
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tended to be put in highly distorted poses and were not used in the same mainstream manner that
white models were. All in all, the Jezebel stereotype was not hard to locate during the
1950s-1970s time period. The Civil Rights Movement sparked a countermovement that resulted
in incredibly blatant racism and stereotyping from those who were part of the white resistance
and used hyper-sexualization as a dehumanizing “Othering” tactic. After the successes of the
Civil Rights Movement, the 1970s saw increased representation of Black people in the media
which was a step forward. However, this representation did not eradicate the
hyper-sexualization of the Black female body or challenge dominant stereotypes.
Even during and after the Civil Rights Movement, the Mammy stereotype was still a
staple in American advertisement. In 1968, Aunt Jemima got a makeover and the result was a
lightened skin tone, slimmer figure, and a wardrobe change from a bandana to a headband.
Despite these updates, Aunt Jemima was still a blatant Mammy reference and this association
was still capitalized on for sale purposes. While “Mammy” had long been a staple in product
advertisement by the 1960s, she began to extend into the realm of restaurants. When Aunt
Jemima and other Mammy caricatures debuted in product advertisements in the late 1800s,
restaurants as we now know them really did not exist. However, in the 1950’s and 1960’s
dine-in restaurants were increasingly becoming a staple in American life. Restaurants began to
advertise in a similar way to product advertisement, and they took the use of “Mammy” with
them. Restaurants with names like “Mammy’s Cupboard” and “Mammy’s Kitchen” began to
pop up and while most have received enough backlash by now to have changed their names,
some still have Mammy references in their names even today. The image below is of a
restaurant called “Mammy’s Cupboard” located in Natchez, Mississippi and is still up and
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running today.43 This image is prior to the restaurant's restoration in 1980; the current facade
features a substantially lighter skin tone. While this
update was likely a response to backlash of the
restaurant promoting blackface, the backlash has not
yet been enough to shut it down entirely. By many,
Mammy is seen as a historic symbol of Southern
hospitality and this restaurant tries to market it’s
historic merit. The motivation behind using names
like these was similar to the motivation behind Aunt
Jemima and other Mammy caricatures used to
market food products. Black women’s years spent in
the kitchens of white families created the assumption that they were naturally good cooks and
had all the secrets and tricks to perfecting Southern comfort food. Naming a restaurant
“Mammy’s Cupboard” or “Mammy’s Kitchen” created an image of dining in a cozy and
personal atmosphere while being served a warm meal by a comforting and plump Mammy. This
also ties back into white nostalgia for the “good old days” of plantation living.
Mammy remained alive and well in the commercial sphere during this time period. Aunt
Jemima was wildly successful and the “Mammy” and “Aunty” imagery was still being used to
market household products and items. In his book Advertising the American Dream, Roland
Marchand notes the virtual nonexistence of Black employees within advertising agencies,
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besides janitorial staff, for many decades.44 The lack of representation from the administrative
and creative side of advertisement was not very conducive to combatting racist imagery or
stereotypical portrayal. The Mammy stereotype lived on in television as well as advertisement.
TV shows really began to pick up in the 1950s, and shows like Beulah highlighted Mammy
characters. Even after the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s, TV shows in the 1970s like
Maude and Gimme a Break continued to perpetuate the
traditional Mammy image.
The Sapphire stereotype earned its name during the
1950s after the airing of a television show called “Amos ‘n’
Andy.” The show started as a radio show in 1928 and ran
all the way into the 1960s while the television program
debuted and concluded in the 1950s. The show is often
heralded as the first Black TV show. In the show, which is
set in historically Black Harlem, actress Ernestine Wade
played Sapphire, the nagging and domineering wife of
George “Kingfish” Stevens. In the image to the right, Wade
is pictured as her character Sapphire Stevens.45 The original show itself was voiced by white
actors in a minstrel style. Minstrel performance originated as blackface singing groups in the
mid-1800s, but by the late 1920’s they began to morph into radio shows.46 In the 1940s,
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television was a nearly all white medium, but by the 1960s Black representation in television
programming was rapidly increasing. The issue was that until the 1970s, this representation was
predominantly one dimensional and stereotypical; often portraying Black actors and actresses in
servants roles or as comedic relief.
Even though the 1970s saw a major uptick in Black representation on television,
remnants of the stereotype embodied by Sapphire Stevens are easy to find. Many are familiar
with the television program Good Times, which is often noted as being the first real dual-parent
household shown in a Black TV show. While this milestone is important, the show Good Times,
which focuses on Florida and James Evans and their family, w
 as actually a spin off of the show
Maude. In Maude, Florida Evans is a housekeeper for a white woman which is undoubtedly
reminiscent of the “Mammy” stereotype. However she is also described in various synopses as
being a “no nonsense Black woman” which falls right in line with the Sassy Mammy/Sapphire
stereotype. Florida is a commanding force in her own home, but is still characterized as a
servant to white families. This is directly in line with the early post Civil War thinking that
“Mammy” is how Black women should act in public, passive and subservient to white people,
but “Sapphire'' is how they can act in the privacy of their homes since it serves to emasculate
Black men and reinforce white control.
Another widely remembered Black television show from the 1970s is The Jeffersons.
Like Good Times, it took a step in the right direction - in this case because the Jefferson family
was upper middle class. Also like Good Times, The Jeffersons w
 as a spin off, this time of the
show All in the Family. In All in the Family, the Jeffersons are neighbors to main characters the
Bunkers, who are white. Louise Jefferson is often contrasted to Edith Bunker, Edith is portrayed
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as sweet and naive while Louise is seen as more blunt and often puts her husband in line in a way
that Edith does not. Once again, this can all be traced back to the Sassy Mammy, now Sapphire,
stereotype. Both of these TV shows made important and progressive steps for Black
representation and equality, however they still played into racist and stereotypical thinking about
Black women more than they countered it.
Around the time of the Civil Rights Movement, there were many wins for Black equality
and representation. However, the huge social changes that accompanied the Civil Rights
Movement also received massive backlash which revealed the deeply rooted racism still well and
alive in the United States. While segregation was obviously extreme structural racism at work,
integration measures resulted in incredibly public hate speech and hate crimes aimed at Black
people, especially in the South. There was also an increased politicization of racial issues, which
resulted in the use of harmful stereotypes such as the one depicted alongside the satirical version
of LBJ’s slogan. While the 1960s did see an important rise in Black representation in media and
pop culture, this representation was still limited and highly stereotypical. The powerful positions
in these industries, such as producers and editors, were still white by and large. This likely
contributed to the one dimensional and stereotypical representation of Black women in the media
during this time.
The Civil Rights Movement and the decade that followed undoubtedly saw some major
steps towards racial equality. However, public cries for Black rights and institutionalized
integration measures also sparked considerable backlash, and a torrent of racist speech and
visuals came out of this white resistance countermovement. Additionally, Black people would
not begin to gain true access to white professional spaces for decades following the Civil Rights
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Movement so, for the most part, white people continued to be the ones in the positions that
decided what Black media representation looked like. Ultimately, white people still made efforts
to keep traditional control mechanisms in place even during and after the Civil Rights Movement
and the images that were analyzed are representative of this. Surface level progress was being
made, but the roots of these stereotypes remained virtually unaddressed. As the twentieth
century came to a close, small steps in the right direction continued to be made but for the most
part these assumptions and stereotypes were often unchallenged.
The 21st Century
Here we are now, in 2020, not only over a century and half away from the end of slavery
but in the midst of a nationwide activism in support of the Black Lives Matter movement. Surely
by now we have left these blatantly racist stereotypes in the past and moved on towards diverse
and positive representation for Black women? Unfortunately, this is not entirely the case. We
continue to make considerable progress for social justice, racial equity, and fair representation.
However, harmful stereotypes of Black women have been deeply ingrained in our society for
centuries and continue to lurk underneath the surface. While they may have taken on modern
and less obvious iterations, they are still well and alive. They continue to be found in current
media, advertisement, and pop culture.
The hypersexualization of Black women in music and music videos can be found in a
matter of seconds upon opening up Youtube or a music streaming app. While this trend has
become fairly expected within the rap genre in particular, what is more interesting is that the
hypersexualization of Black women in pop culture extends even to unexpected places. In the
summer of 2014, two white female singers released music videos to accompany their top charted
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pop songs that received backlash for their portrayal of Black women. The official music videos
for “All About That Bass” by Meghan Trainor and “Shake It Off” by Taylor Swift are two
examples of the problematic hypersexualization of Black women, in this case becoming more
problematic due to the fact that these influential white female artists are using their platforms to
promote this kind of messaging. The “All About That Bass” music video has repeated clips of a
Black woman dancing in a way that draws attention to her backside while a thin white woman
watches.47 At first, the white woman observes with a look of contempt that on her face that
morphs to wonderment by the end of the video, as she grabs the Black woman’s backside. In the
“Shake It Off” music video, there are a few clips of Taylor Swift dancing with a group of
background dancers who are mostly women of color and predominantly Black.48 In one of the
clips, which is pictured below, Swift points to her own body in comparison to the bodies of the
dancers as they twerk in the
background.49 Something that
stands out in this video is that Swift
seems to have multiple teams of
background dancers. She keeps
switching scenes where she is
dancing in different costumes and
settings and when she is being
portrayed as a cheerleader or
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ballerina, her team of background dancers is predominantly white. However when it switches
over to the aforementioned clip, the team of background dancers is predominantly Black and
their costumes include jean shorts that are significantly more revealing than the other costumes
used throughout the video. Both of these videos were controversial, while some pointed out the
racial issues, others saw nothing problematic with the portrayals or even argued that there is a
case to be made for the representation and empowerment of Black women within these videos.
While there are many different arguments to be made, at the end of the day these videos and the
many others like them highlight the continued hypersexualization of the Black female body,
especially in comparison to the bodies of white women. This hypersexualization has roots tracing
all the way back to slavery and Jezebel imagery, a stereptype that fed off of comparison to the
pure and delicate nature of the white female body. While the comparisons made in these music
videos include a level of amazement for the Black female body, the comparison still paints Black
women as being inherently more sexual and hearkens back to early concepts of Black women as
“exotic/foreign.”
While the Mammy stereotype lost their spokeswoman this year with Aunt Jemima losing
her century old place on supermarket shelves, just months ago she was still a common feature of
American product branding. In the 1960’s Aunt Jemima traded her bandana for a headband, the
Aunt Jemima most people recognize today went through another update. The final iteration of
Aunt Jemima lost the headband entirely, went up a few more shades in complexion, and slimmed
down even more. While the updates to her image attempted to free itself from anything that
could be inspired by Mammy imagery, the branding was unable to escape it’s past or legacy as
the original Mammy of product advertisement, and this inescapable connection ultimately led to
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the end of the brand entirely. This is certainly a major step in the deconstruction of the Mammy
stereotype, but there is still work to be done. While product advertisements may have taken the
first step in weeding out Mammy references, she is still a feature of American media in many
movies and TV shows.
The movie “The Help'' debuted on the big screen in 2011 two years after the original
book was released. It won dozens of awards including multiple Critic’s Choice Awards, Screen
Actors Guild Awards, an Academy Award and a Golden Globe. The Help recently got a boost in
viewing with it’s arrival on Netflix and increased popularity during the height of the Black Lives
Matter protests as video streaming services released collections of movies related to Black
representation. The Help has received a level of backlash since it’s release due to the white
savior narrative around main character Skeeter. However, this did not stop it from becoming and
remaining a huge hit. Even with it’s critical lens towards the white families that employed Black
help during the 1950s and 1960s, the film undoubtedly plays into the white nostalgia for the Old
South. Additionally, two of the characters in this movie embody very traditional Mammy
stereotypes. Two of the prominent maids, Aibileen Clark and Constantine Jefferson played by
Viola Davis and Cicely Tyson respectively, display many characteristics in line with the Mammy
stereotype. Aibileen Clark’s relationship with the children she cares for is a big topic of the
movie, in particular her relationship with the little girl she is actively caring for, Mae Mobely.
The scenes with Clark and the young girl depict a close maternal relationship that is more loving
than the one Mae Mobely has with her own mother. Even though Clark’s story highlights the
poor treatment of Black maids and caretakers, it is difficult to watch the tearfilled goodbye
between Aibileen Clark and Mae Mobley without romanticizing the maternal role that Clark
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played in Mae Mobley’s life. Even though Clark collaborates in illuminating the mistreatment
occurring within her industry, she is also undoubtedly devoted to Mae Mobley and the other
children that she has raised. The character played by Cicely Tyson, Constantine Jefferson, also
embodies many Mammy
characteristics. Pictured on the
right, she was the family maid for
the duration of the main character
Skeeter’s childhood and played the
main role in raising her.50 It is clear
that to Skeeter, Jefferson was a
comforting maternal presence and
caretaker. Even though this movie is a critical look at the “Mammy” role that many Black
women had to play in the lives of white Southern families, the plot still builds up the emotional
connection between these two maids and the girls they cared for and focuses more on Clark and
Jefferson’s as mothers in the lives of the white children they raised rather than mothers to their
own children. An NPR article compared the awards one by actresses of The Help to the awards
won by Hattie McDaniel as Mammy in Gone With the Wind, noting that it does not seem like
there has been much progress.51 The author went on to argue that while Black actresses winning
such major awards is a big step in the right direction, the maid role prompts questions about what
they are winning for. While the intentions and impact of The Help and movies like it are highly
debated, at the end of the day it is an example of Mammy imagery in the modern day. The
The Help Photos, Rotten Tomatoes, https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/the_help/pictures.
Karen Grigsby Bates, “Role Of Maids Dusts Up Trouble For 'The Help,'” National Public Radio, February 22,
2012, https://www.npr.org/2012/02/22/147247313/role-of-maids-dusts-up-trouble-for-the-help.
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depiction of Black women serving white families and acting as comforting and maternal figures
is still prevalent, and while it is a major step in the right direction that Black actresses are
winning major awards, the continued praise of them in these stereotypical roles serves to
perpetuate these ideas and assumptions.
The Sassy Mammy turned Sapphire stereotype has had yet another name change,
nowadays most people are familiar with the stereotype of the “Angry Black Woman.” Although,
the stereotype still exists not far off from its original form as well. A modern depiction of the
“Sassy Mammy” stereotype is the Madea character in Tyler Perry’s many Madea movies.
Madea is accompanied by companions such as Rasputia in Eddie Murphy’s “Norbit” and Martin
Lawerence’s “Big Momma,” but Madea really took root in the world of American cinema.
Madea is mammy-like, but also very sassy and domineering over her family. While the original
Sassy Mammy/Sapphire depictions, such as the stove polish advertisement, demeaned Black
people by giving Black women more masculine features and traits and Black men more feminine
ones, Madea takes this to a new level. Madea is actually played by a male actor dressing up as a
woman, which according to a 2012 study served to “increase the mockery of Black women in the
media and contribute to the effeminization of African American men.”52 The obvious switching
of gender roles for comedic effect is exactly what motivated the early Sassy Mammy depictions
in the nineteenth century, and lives on today through characters like Madea. While Madea is
very similar to the original versions of this stereotype, it is much more prevalent in its modern
form, that of the “Angry Black Woman.” While all Black women continue to face the
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assumption that they are combative, over expressive, and not friendly enough, Black women who
are consistently in the media, such as politicians and celebrities, are often hyper analyzed for
behaviors that could relate to this stereotype. Within politics, Michelle Obama constantly went
up against the narrative in the media that she was an “Angry Black Woman” during her time as
First Lady. Even though she was taking a monumental step as the first Black First Lady, she was
constantly in the public eye and had to work against being pigeonholed into these one
dimensional stereotypes. As she took a stand for causes and opinions she believed in, she had to
speak directly on the topic of being deemed an “Angry Black Woman,” multiple times to try and
counter the stereotype. Another Black woman who faced this label recently is professional
tennis player Serena Williams.
An incredibly successful athlete,
Williams’ celebrity status also
puts her at risk for labels and
stereotyping by the media. After
an error in a 2019 match,
Williams smashed her tennis
racket in anger. The media had a
field day with this, and the most
controversial result was a cartoon by Mark Knight published in the Herald Sun, pictured above.53
The cartoon depicts Williams as a baby, and chastises her reaction as childish and dramatic. The

“ Controversial Serena Williams cartoon did not breach media standards, Press Council finds,” ABC News,
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issue brought up by many was that this kind of a reaction from athletes is not uncommon and
when it comes from a white man there never seems to be as much response or publicity as there
was after Williams, a Black woman, acted in this way. Williams responded with a Nike
commercial in which she addressed the stereotype saying “if we show emotion, we’re called
dramatic...When we stand for something, we’re unhinged...And if we get angry, we’re hysterical,
irrational, or just being crazy.”54 While Williams was supported by many and able to use her
platform to combat the “Angry Black Woman” label, Knight and the outlet that published this
cartoon ultimately stood by their decision and the fact that Williams was faced with this kind of
label in the first place points to the deeply rooted assumptions and stereotypes about Black
women that continue to exist today.
Black women have been faced with oppression and marginalization in the United States
since the arrival of the first female slaves. As pioneered by bell hooks, Black women face the
unique intersecting identities of race and gender; of which they are the marginalized group in
both. During slavery, Black women were not seen as worthy of personhood or citizenship and as
a result were hypersexualized and defined by narrow one dimensional labels and stereotypes
created by white people in an effort to maintain control over the Black population. The Jezebel
stereotype justifies the centuries of sexual exploitation and hypersexual attention that Black
women have faced. The Mammy stereotype was used to create an example of what white people
wanted Black women to be; comforting, passive, and ready to serve. The Sapphire stereotype
was used as a control mechanism to demean Black women and emasculate Black men and act as
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a non-example for behavior. All of these stereotypes lived long past the end of institutional
slavery in the United States. Even though landmark events like the Civil War and Civil Rights
Movement resulted in major steps towards racial equality and representation, these three
stereotypes lived on through both and continue to live on today in iterations that are slightly
harder to see.
Stereotypes carry more weight than it seems like on the surface, as pointed out by Brian
Behnken in Racism in American Popular Media : From Aunt Jemima to the Frito Bandito,
“stereotypes portrayed in the media creates images of life that people (or consumers) internalize
and ultimately define as normative.”55 Not only do these depictions define what is normative and
therefore perpetuate racial bias and assumptions by non-Black people, they are also incredibly
detrimental to the people they are based on. In her book Sister Citizen : Shame, Stereotypes, and
Black Women in America, Melissa Harris-Perry states “it can be hard to stand up straight in a
crooked room.”56 These stereotypes can pose incredible difficulties for Black women, as they
take on extra emotional labor to actively combat their peers' deeply rooted assumptions about
them. The weight of this emotional labor is described by bell hooks, a Black woman herself, in
Black Looks : Race and Representation. She describes how Black women “must confront the
old painful representations of our sexuality as a burden we must suffer, representations still
haunting the past.”57 Black women feel the weight of this harmful past in a way that other
women do not and constantly have to prove themselves against these assumptions and
stereotypes. This extra effort needed just to operate in predominantly white spaces does not
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foster an environment in which Black women are encouraged and supported. While we may
have experienced significant social change in the centuries since the origination of these
stereotypes, they are deeply rooted in American society and continue to pose an undue burden on
Black women and negatively impact public perception of them.
Beyond this heavy emotional burden, some scholars argue that there are more tangible
impacts even today. In her 2016 article "Colonizing Black Female Bodies Within Patriarchal
Capitalism," Akeia Benard argues that the hyper-sexualization of Black women and the legacy of
colonization and slavery that this hyper-sexualization is tied to is not in line with the World
Health Organization’s definitions of sexual health and sexual rights.58 Whether or not the
impacts on the sexuality of Black women can be deemed a direct human rights violation, at the
very least there continues to be very real negative impacts on the day to day lives of Black
women. In her book, bell hooks notes that progressive portrayals that are most oppositional to
the ones that originated during slavery come from Black female filmmakers.59 While these
stereotypes and constructions of sexuality are deeply ingrained in our society and may never be
fully eradicated as a control mechanism, it is clear that the media is a powerful tool in
constructing and perpetuating these conceptions. Going off of bell hooks analysis, a potential
road towards changing how the media portrays Black women is to give Black women agency in
designing their own representation. In addition to being actresses, singers, subjects of cartoons,
and the face of various products they must also be the directors, producers, writers, illustrators,
and CEO’s. This is a reality we have not yet achieved, and we can see the impacts of this
disproportionate representation in day to day life.
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The Black Lives Matter Movement has challenged us to analyze the current racial
injustices in our society and reflect on our own assumptions. In order to fully understand any of
this, we must trace the roots of systemic racism in the United States back to the very start. In
1619, the first Black slaves arrived in the colony of Virginia. By 1800 there were more than a
million people enslaved in the United States and slavery had become a foundational economic
institution. In order to main white supremacy, white people had to maintain control and power
over the enslaved population. One way that they did this was through the hyper-sexualization of
Black women. This hyper-sexualization was often animalistic and therefore dehumanizing. It
allowed white people to control, manipulate, and abuse the sexuality of Black women and at the
same time allowed them to uphold their own values by sparing white women from the forced
sexual abuse that Black women suffered. As the circulation of media increased, the
manipulation of Black women’s sexuality as a control mechanism manifested itself in American
media through three major stereotypes; Jezebel, Mammy, and Sapphire. While these images
were not the actual means of control, they helped maintain and justify the societal, economic,
and legal supremacy of white people. All three of these stereotypes have harmful roots that can
be traced back to the time of slavery, however they all outlived the institution. Even after major
movements for racial equality such as the Civil War and Civil Rights Movement, these
stereotypes remained a facet of American media through advertisement, political cartoons,
television, film, and music. While the current Black Lives Matter movement may very well be
signifying our entrance into another era of reform in pursuit of racial justice, these stereotypes
still exist in less obvious iterations even today. Their presence in our current media landscape is
evidence that the control of Black women and their sexuality is something that many are still
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attempting to justify and something that we are all regularly exposed to, including Black women
themselves who must actively bear and counter the emotional burden of these harmful
representations.
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